EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This disquisition documents the changing lives of consumers
that may arise from touch starvation as we move into third wave
of pandemic, followed by potential trend mapping which will
become crucial to brands. Touch Starvation is a condition
experienced when humans experience little to no touch. To
understand this condition further, the paper dives deeper into
the impacts on people with disabilities and infants - groups that
are more susceptible to this condition due to their heightened
vulnerability to Covid-19. It illustrates some recommendations to
slow down the negative effects and in effect highlight business
opportunities. As the concept of touch starvation is at its
inception stage, we aim to bring focus on this condition and how
it may affect humanity in a broad perspective.
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METHODOLOGY
Isobar began its exploration qualitatively by reaching out to 15
individuals across age and income groups for detailed direct
interviews pan India and extended the scope of study through
secondary research. Isobar reached out to new mothers in the
pandemic, both first time mothers and experienced mothers.
Moreover, we reached out to different stakeholders that are
connected to people with disabilities. This included a teacher
who is specialized to work with students who have different
needs that those who are non-disabled. The research extended
to Covid-19 survivors, both who home-quarantined and those
in Covid-19 centers, and their family members. Finally, we
spoke to industry specialized to study certain trends. This
included Anushka Kelkar, the cofounder of the pandemic-start
up Therapize. Secondary sources included Indian news
sources such as Economic Times and extended to global
journals and research including material published by Carnegie
Mellon University and Texas Medical Center.
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INTRODUCTION
As children, we were introduced to this

but also our freedom to exchange a

scientific wonder called the touch me not

harmless handshake or pat on the

plant. we were all fascinated by the

back. Staying away from your loved

touch me not plant - just poking it and

ones became the strongest expression

watching

collapse.

of care. A full body embrace, a long

There is a dopamine rush in that activity,

forgotten concept. A simple touch is

much like pressing a red button that says

now a novel luxury - so much so that

“Do not press”.

even the idea of two arms brushing

it

spontaneously

Now I think about the touch me not
plant and I imagine it laughing at the
irony. Touch me not - isn’t that the
2020 anthem?
A lot of individuals and brands marched

into this new decade ready to change
our realities. And did 2020 deliver
change! I don’t need to define this
alleged “new normal”. We have all lived
it. We are all living it. Covid-19 not only

stole our freedom to escape our homes

is it insensitive to not keep distance?

Touch matters because it is a tool of

You see, we grew up learning that

expression when our words are not

these are the courteous things to do.

enough. When a loved one is suffering

But now, do we have to unlearn some

from a break up or has lost a dear one,

of these manners? Are the new gold

it is often difficult to find the correct

standards of manners to stay away

words to express our empathy. In such

and smile from under your mask? All

situations, we grip their palms or hug

the rules have been overturned.

them to communicate this support and
love. That is the power of positive

against one another on a crowded train

The pandemic has had a whole host of

is our new picture of freedom. Even as

effects - some short term and some

we unlock, our social interactions are

that will impact our future in ways we

largely confined. There is an awkward

cannot

dance when one meets someone or

potential long term effect is our new

enters their homes after a long time. As

relationship

a part of Indian tradition, It’s customary

touch was a fundamental part of our

Lacking the human experience and not

for younger individuals to touch the feet

lives and was absolutely not limited to

knowing when it will be safe to touch

of the older person in the room. In the

sensual touch. For example, brushing

freely

same

not

your arm against another in a crowded

consequence of pandemic which gets

uncommon to la bise (cheek kisses)

elevator at rush hour, children playing

strengthened with the second wave.

upon

catch, shaking hands with clients at

covid,

way,

in

greeting

France
someone.

it

is
But

with

fully

predict.
with

touch.

One

such

Pre-Covid

work, fist bumps, high fives, and so
much more.

touch. It is such an integral part of
human

interaction,

physical

and

emotional need. We are accustomed
to it since birth which facilitates love
between child and adults.

is yet another devastating
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WHAT IS
TOUCH STARVATION?
Touch starvation is exactly what it sounds like:
when any form of physical contact or intimacy
becomes limited or is eliminated, it develops a
condition called touch starvation. This condition is
also known as touch deprivation or skin hunger.
Skin is the human body's largest organ and in
“normal” circumstances cannot be switched off.
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Impacts of touch
starvation
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It influences both on a psychological and

businesses and brands. It is safe to say

physiological level. Dacher Keltner, a

that many of us were naive, optimistic

professor of psychology at the University

that Covid-19 would be behind us by

of California, Berkeley said, “Big parts of

now. However, we have now witnessed

our brains are devoted to making

Covid-19’s first birthday and the touch

sense of touch and our skin has

starvation becomes a deeper concern as

billions

it only builds over time.

of

cells

that

process

information about it.” “[Positive] touch

Under standard circumstances, positive

activates a big bundle of nerves in your

touch releases oxytocin, often known as

body that improves your immune system,

the “cuddle hormone”, is known to relieve

regulates digestion and helps you sleep

stress in the body. In fact, a Carnegie

well. It also activates parts of your brain

Mellon University study conducted in

that help you empathize.

2014 displayed that hugging has helped

This topic is top of mind because of the

our bodies fight infections. Research has

deep and potentially long term impacts

also shown that when a nurse touches a

touch starvation can have - impacts one

patient it has a calming effect, reducing

may not have had to think about Pre-

stress levels before a surgery. A similar

Covid because of how fundamental touch

positive impact is noticed amongst the

was in our everyday lives. Due to our new

elderly - positive touch increases their

realities, however, touch starvation is now

food intake. However, as skin hunger is

rampant and thus deserves attention

prolonged we must be wary of its

from individuals,

detrimental effects.
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The

immediate

are

period without positive physical touch can

and

lead to post-traumatic stress disorder”,

depression. However, it doesn’t stop

says Asim Shah, M.D., professor and

there as psychological impacts often

executive vice chair of the Menninger

ripple into physiological impacts. The

Department

Texas Medical Centre explains how,

College of Medicine”.

psychological

-

consequences
stress,

anxiety

of

Psychiatry

at

Baylor

“The body releases the hormone cortisol
as a response to stress, activating the
body’s “flight-or-fight” response. This
can increase heart rate, blood pressure,
respiration and muscle tension, and can
suppress

the

digestive

system

and

immune system—increasing the risk of
infection”.

While

Covid-19

has

managed

to

collectively strike us, there are certain
groups of people that are more vulnerable
to its effects than others. These groups

include

people

with

disabilities,

new

mothers and their newborns and face

blood pressure, respiration and

muscle tension, and can suppress
the digestive system and immune
system—increasing the risk of

unique challenges in their daily lives. Their
experiences

will

have

a

different

“Every single medical disease including

perspective in general and as well as with

heart

hypertension,

respect to ‘Touch Starvation’. It is more

asthma—every single physical disease—

than crucial that touch starvation is

is altered if you are more anxious, more

comprehended from their point of view.

depressed or if you have more mental

The aim is to identify significant physical

health issues,” he said, Long term, he

and behavioral impacts originating from

added, going an extended

this skin hunger in them.

attack,

“

This can increase heart rate,

diabetes,

infection.

”

-Texas Medical Centre
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Impacts of touch
starvation on people
with disability
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“Amartya Sen had said, “[People
with disabilities] are not only the
most deprived human beings in
the developing world, they also

For each of these subgroups both their
issues and their solutions are unique. For
instance, many with hearing disabilities
tend to rely on lip reading. This is now
compromised due to a mask. Many
PWDs are healthy.

are the most neglected”.
However,
The World Health Organization reports
that about 15 percent (around one billion)
of the world’s population lives with some

some

conditions,

like

have

supplementary

suppressed

immune

systems or respiratory concerns, which
COVID-19 could worsen.

form of disability. India is home to nearly
150

million

people

with

disabilities

(PWDs). Nearly 25-30 million are living

Additionally, research on past pandemics

with

shows that PWDs find it harder to access

severe

disabilities

and

the

pandemic has only made situations

critical

harder.

become

medical
even

supplies
more

which

challenging

can
as

resources become scarce. Cumulatively,
this results in PWDs and folks in their
The Rights of Persons with Disabilities
Act, 2016 recognizes 21 conditions as
disabling. The differently abled are not a
homogenous group.

surroundings to have increased stress as
they are classified as “high risk”. 60%
report being “very concerned” in a recent

survey by the National Disability Institute
in the USA.
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take

of them lived alone. However, due to

time with their loved ones. It is also

be physically present. Even if they do

preventative measures also dissuades

Covid-19, many caregivers are not willing

very difficult to explain the pandemic

take these classes online, they are

them from being in the presence of many

or able to help them due to restricted

to

learning

often restless and unable to focus via a

individuals.

movement. PWDs’ support system has

disabilities. “Gauri is very anxious and

screen. This forces them to default to

stopped all of a sudden.

often asks when this ‘bimaari’ (illness)

activities like watching OTT platforms

Down syndrome. She said that some

is going to end”, stated Radhika.

for hours to pass their time. A similar

reports suggested that if tested Covid-19

Despite the growing anxiety, many

complaint

PWDs cannot meet anyone and are

parents of young children (PWDs or

deprived of any touch, besides that

otherwise) as children are spending all

from their family. Moreover, many are

their indoor time watching screens on

unable to take their classes or other

end.

Their

heightened

A

need

young

to

professional

in

Noida, Radhika’s 32 year old sister has

positive, these individuals are prone to
more

severe

effects

than

others.

According to the WHO, “People with preexisting mental or neurological disorders
are also more vulnerable to SARS-CoV-2
infection ̶ they may stand a higher risk of
severe outcomes and even death”[1].
These fears have led Radhika’s family to
ensure
indoors

that

her

even

sister,
after

Gauri

the

stays

lockdown

guidelines in her city have been relaxed.

This is an unmet and dire need for these
individuals - ones that relevant businesses
and brands can address. They can create
a difference and bring about the right
change by either developing a product,
service or variant that sheds the bounds
for them to connect with the outer world or

those

with

certain

has

been

witnessed

in

activities online because they require
their instructor to

battle anxieties issues or brands can
leverage it to spread awareness about the

excluded group from the inclusive world
with problems specific to them. For
example, after learning about gamers who
face severe limitations because of physical

A survey conducted by the National

disability issues, Xbox created an adaptive

Statistical Office found that 62.1% PWDs

controller for gamers to reconnect with not

were reliant on a caregiver and only 3.7%

just the games but with a way to cherish

Gauri is very anxious and often asks when

“

this ‘bimaari’ (illness) is going to end.

”
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Businesses,

especially

the

growing

surfaces, Moreover, it is no longer socially

supply of educational platforms, have an

acceptable to be in the company of other

opportunity here to create services that

humans. In effect, these folks are unable

are inclusive and designed in accordance

to seek help from strangers. 32-year-old

to these special needs.

Menaka from Ashok Nagar is visually

The effects of Covid-19 are massive on
those with visual impairments. These
individuals have a heightened sense of
touch as they are trained to depend on it
for pattern recognition and everyday
tasks such as touching items in shops to

impaired and says, “Everybody is so

hesitant to hold your hand and help
nowadays since nobody knows who is
affected. As a result, I am trapped. Not just
me,

most

other

visually

challenged

people”.

identify them and holding surfaces or

A report by the UK’s Royal National

people for support to cross the road. In

Institute of Blind People (RNIB) notes

fact, people who are blind from birth are

that two-thirds (66%) of blind and

able to detect tactile information faster

partially sighted respondents feel less

than

vision].

independent now compared to before

However, now the rules of the game have

lockdown. This adds to their stress as

changed.

visually

people

with

regular

For Tapas Bharadwaj, a visually impaired
student at Amity Law College in Noida, it

impaired

people

already

experience loneliness at higher levels than
the general population.

is virtually impossible to move around his
two-story home without touching
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They’re also more likely to suffer from

This exclusion has not only resulted in

escalate a situation of touch starvation

mental health issues and more likely to

exclusion from job opportunities and other

over time. Snighdha Shikha Pattajoshi,

experience detrimental health outcomes

professional contexts but also social

a Special Needs Teacher at Vasant

as a result of self-isolation.

exclusion - most times right from their

Valley School in New Delhi, India works

childhood. This trend is evidenced even in

with students who have additional

creative communications - a negligible

needs

percent of brands represent or cater to

syndrome or physical disabilities or any

needs of those who are specially-abled.

other mental or physical disabilities.

The effect of this is seen at helpline
centers. Since the nationwide lockdown in
March, the Eyeway helpline has received
hundreds
emergency

of

distress

support

calls

with

seeking

ration

because

of

autism,

down

She mentioned that her school has

and

These individuals, regardless of their age,

have

have a limited network of individuals that

to

they interact with. They have few friends

encompass mental health, few to none

and share deep and extremely honest and

have addressed the mental health needs

pure connections with these friends.

of the differently abled.

Oftentimes, these friends too have certain

However, virtual classrooms can never

disabilities. A lack of physical presence

make up for absence of a teacher

and touch in a pandemic situation makes

holding your hand to help you or

it

individuals

patting your back as a sign of support.

because it now “feels like a vacuum”, as

The pandemic has only accelerated

these individuals who understand their

their social exclusion in all aspects,

needs

including its direct and indirect effects

medicines

While

many

brands

widened

their

communication

For the blind, being starved from touch is
not only a social withdrawal but also a
withdrawal from their normal life. While
specially-abled citizens are the norm in all
societies,

due

to

false

beliefs

and

prejudices, they are often looked down
upon, an observation also pointed by the
United Nation.

challenging

and

for

share

these

their

emotional

experiences are also not in their physical

introduced
“bubble

new

activities”

programs
to

called

attempt

to

increase emotional and social bonding
that has been lost.

“For the blind, being starved
from touch is not only a
social withdrawal from their
normal life.”

on them.

presence any more. Situations like these
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Impacts of
touch starvation
on Infants
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India, with 20.1 million births, tops

Moreover, many parents of newborns are

nations with the anticipated highest

doubly careful because they do not want

numbers of births in the 9 months

to find themselves in a situation where

since the pandemic’s declaration, the

they are infected by Covid-19 and so

UN body said. Being a parent, especially

have

a new parent is the hardest job in the

newborns for 14 day, at the minimum.

to

be

separated

from

their

world. It’s like getting a box from Ikea but
without

the

instructions

and

some

missing screws and being asked to
create a bed out of it but with far higher

stakes and risks. Being a new parent in
2020, now that's like creating this bed
while simultaneously living in a horror
movie.

Although rare, children under age 1 have
a higher risk of severe illness with
COVID-19 than older children. It is
speculated that this is due to their
immature immune systems and smaller

airways, which make them more likely to

In effect, new parents and their infants

have

taken

maximum

measures

to

socially distance themselves from family
members

and

loved

ones,

despite

lockdown relaxations. This is quite an
extraordinary situation, given that in
Indian culture newborns are always
welcomed with tons and tons of visitors,
not only near family members and friends
but also neighbours and distant relatives.
In fact, it is not uncommon for there to be
an unsaid open door policy where guests
are likely to drop in at any hours!

develop breathing issues with respiratory
virus infections.
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Reality is completely flipped on its head

mother is still asked to go to the NICU a

A

now. On speaking with Pooja, a new

few times a day to hold the baby and put

Nationwide

Children’s

mother from Kolkata, she said that not

the baby on her chest, even if they’re not

Columbus,

Ohio

only has she met nobody since March, but

breastfeeding,” Shah explained.

the

sensations is the earliest to develop in

in

humans and may form a basis for

heads

many processes that come later, such

“We

recorded 125 babies' brain activity

as the development of other senses,

also she was in quarantine for 2 days right

know that this bonding, this human-to-

while their skin was lightly touched.

and social and cognitive development.

after labour not allowed to see her

human touch, is important for the growth

This included both full-term babies and

husband till her tests stated that she had

of that child.”

premature babies. The researchers

tested negative for Covid-19.

team

of

researchers

in

Hospital

babies’

showed that for premature babies the
quality of touch while in hospital after
birth (typically around one month)

Cumulatively, this has created a unique
situation as touch among infants in India

has reduced drastically. “Human beings
are wired to touch and be touched. When
a child is born, that is how they bond with
their mother—through touch,” said Asim
Shah, M.D., professor and executive vice
chair of the Menninger Department of
Psychiatry at Baylor College of Medicine.
Studies have shown that touch also aids
with brain development. “If a baby is born
prematurely, the baby may be in the NICU
[neonatal intensive care unit], but the

affected the functioning of the babies’

“

brains. The more they experienced

Human beings are wired to

touch and be touched.

pleasant, nurturing touch, the greater
the

brain

unpleasant

When a child is born, that is

response.
touch,

Conversely,

such

as

skin

punctures and tube insertions, were
associated with reduced brain activity.

how they bond with their
mother—through touch.

”

In fact, some medical professionals are
worried that children who are not
exposed to the external world may
develop lower immunities because
their bodies may not be exposed to
viruses and bacteria that they would
otherwise be exposed to with all the
social interactions. Furthermore, the
mental and behavioural impact that
Generation alpha will undergo during
the Covid-19 times are unprecedented
and will therefore compel us to ask,

This

shows

that

our

sensory

experiences in early life have important

how is Covid-19 evolving this next
generation?

effects on our brain. The sensory
system supporting touch and bodily
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Another Indian tradition is to massage

This poses another big question - will the

infants with oil. The benefits of massage

world

are

sleep

modern-day hermits? We see signs of this

patterns, better circulation etc. These

in Japan where half a million of youth and

massages

more than half a million of the middle-aged

increased

weight,

are

usually

better

conducted

by

see

an

enormous

increase

in

trained professional ladies. However, with

generation

the gloom of Covid-19 lurking on our head,

from society and live with extreme social

these ladies are seen as no less than

disconnect.

walking

starvation

vectors

of

potentially

deadly

viruses. As a result, this activity has also
been held on hold by many. While to some
this may seem like a small compromise, it
could

have

larger

implications

on

children’s physical growth and strength.

While the world can’t wait to return back to
every last drop of normalcy, a considerable
number of people never want to go back
out there. A flip side of it also indicates that
for

a

lot

of

people,

lockdowns

and

quarantines have made it possible to

have

This
to

a

completely

can

withdrawn

propel

greater

anticipated - only time will tell.

extent

touch
than

“

While the world can’t wait to
return back to every last
drop of normalcy, a
considerable number of
people never want to go
back out there.

”

realize that they are in fact social recluses.
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Opportunities for
brands
and businesses
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The new consumer will drive this post

borders, human bodies and our needs

pandemic age. We aim to identify those

are fairly fundamental throughout the

upcoming trends that will provide a peek

world .

into

the

changing

sentiments

of

consumers because of isolation during
pandemic. Alteration of this sort will
result into changes in everyday life of
consumer – significant and minute. These
trends are also indicative of how post
pandemic generation will start to treat

themselves

on

a

personal

level.

Marketers and academicians can take a
note

of

these

personalized

trends

solutions

to
or

arrive

at

studied

opinions on consumers and their actions.

While touch deprivation is not the sole
cause for these opportunities, its impacts
cannot be neglected as one contributing
factor.

In

some

cases,

these

opportunities arise due to a lack of touch.
While the globe is yet to address the vast
range of impacts, our study identifies
emergence of prominent trends which
not only provide brands more reasons to

connect with individuals but also enable
businesses to address these acquired
human behavioral changes.

In this pandemic we have seen few
consumption patterns increase in similar
ways around the world. If you think about
that, that’s really fascinating because it is
a reminder that regardless of cultural
differences and arbitrary boundaries and
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CONSTRUCT SOLUTIONS
THAT REPLICATE TOUCH
The most propelling behavioral change is to try and replicate this touch

which also provides rescue from touch starvation. Most common
techniques that are gaining momentum include:
●

Warm showers and baths

●

Wrapping yourself in a cozy blanket

●

Self-massage and touch.

In fact, a 2008 study found that customers reported a 33% reduction in
stress and a 63% decrease in anxiety after using weighted blankets. Body
pillows have a similar impact. By replicating the human form it can provide
a sense of comfort and security and make-do for the lack of real cuddles.

Items such as these can act as the face of home care brands.
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UNLOCK NEW MEANINGS FOR THE
SEXUAL WELLNESS INDUSTRY
The Economic Times has reported that

up for the potential lack of intimacy that the

the sexual wellness market has grown

pandemic has showered upon us.

by 65% post lockdown. The number of
cities with more female buyers also
jumped by an extraordinary 300%, and
now

includes

smaller

towns

like

Vijayawada, Jamshedpur, Belgaum, and
Jabalpur. This interest in also reflected in
the increase in google searches for sex
toys. Similar trends were seen in many
other countries. As of July 2020, Chinese
sex toy exports increased by 50 percent
with the US, France and Italy being the
biggest

consumers.

We

know

that

positive touch can release oxytocin which
is the same hormone released during
sex.It is therefore not a surprise that
people are defaulting to sex toys to make

This begs the question, will our society slowly
become more open to talking about sex?
Today, brands that sell condoms and other
sexual wellness products default to humor in

their messages. However, these new trends
could carve new communication spaces that
can afford to have a more holistic approach.
Can we also expect a rise in Indian based
influencers that talk about sex more openly?

We have seen Dr Tanaya (also known as
@dr_cuterus) grow on Instagram during this
lockdown - an influencer that talks about
sexual health. Another popular influencer is
Seema Anand (@seemaandstorytelling) who
considered herself a “Kama Sutra Expert”.
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PETS ARE A SUBSET OF
THE ‘NEW NORMAL’
Adopting a pet can offer a sense of purpose as it becomes a responsibility
that you need to work for, experts said. This can go a long way in making
an individual feel less lonely. Moreover, the constant touch and warmth
provided by a furry pet is probably the closest substitution to human touch.
We can see proof of this in the rising demand of pet adoptions and virtual
adoptions in India. This has also inflated the prices of pets. A Times of
India article illustrated how dogs have become an expensive affair post
lockdown with Labrador prices increasing from INR 6,000 pre lockdown to
INR 15,000. Similarly, prices of German spitz, Pomeranians and others
have more than doubled in this time period. This trend is not limited to

India. Animal Care Centre in New York City reported that increase in their
foster-turn-adopter figure by 15%. Similar trends were seen around the
country. In effect, this is bound to create a whole new market of pet
products and result in a potential surge of pet influencers. In fact, we can
anticipate pets to become a part of mainstream narratives. One such

example is the recent Bumble ad, ‘A helping paw’ that tells a story
centered on a pair petting a pack of dogs on their date.
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PARTNER IN THE JOURNEY TO
FIND SOMEONE
For many, the pandemic has been a reminder
of their loneliness which has been further
aggravated by the lack of touch. We can see
the impacts of this reflected on the online
dating industry. As of April 2020, Tinder
reported a global peak in the exchange of
messages on the app. In May, 60% more
messages were sent in India. Okcupid and
Hinge reported similar trends. Bumble even
rolled out a new video call feature.

140% rise in subscribers - with more people
willing to pay for the subscription for better

reach. In light of this, brands can either
change the narrative like could explore cobranded

partnerships

with

such

apps,

especially to reach the younger audience.
One such unique collaboration was seen
between Bumble and Babe canned wine (AB
InBev, USA). In July 2020, they launched a
Bumble x Babe themed moving truck that

"In India, conversations have been up an

promised to cover the moving cost of women

average of 39 per cent and the average

who are stuck living with their exes during the

length of conversations is 28 per cent

pandemic.. In the past, we have also seen

longer," a Tinder spokesperson said. Infact,

collaborations from Dominoes and Tinder.

Dating apps such as Tinder, Bumble and

Then, singles could swipe on Tinder on

Truly Madly are witnessing a surge of activity

Valentine’s

in India, with some clocking as much as a

Dominoes and won tasty deals.

Day

till

they

matched

with
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TAKE MENTAL HEALTH AS
A SERIOUS BUSINESS
Globally, we have also seen a rise in the need for mental health support.
India was in the middle of a mental health crisis which was further catalyzed

by the pandemic. We can see a surge of brands and content creators
spreading awareness about the importance of mental health. Infact,
Counsellors and Psychiatrists have also confirmed a 35% to 40% increase
in cases of stress and panic attacks post pandemic. Therapize, a pandemic
start-up, is an Indian mental healthcare platform that connects individuals to

qualified and trusted mental healthcare practitioners. In a mere 4 months,
Therapize has grown to over 15,000 organic followers on Instagram.
“We see around 7,500 unique views on our website monthly and have
connected over 950 individuals to mental health professionals”, said
Anushka Kelkar, co-founder of Therapize. We can only expect these
numbers to increase exponentially. Post-pandemic research has shown that
the impact of stress, anxiety and mental illness on productivity could
amount to $16.3 trillion in economic losses by 2030.
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REDUCE THE RETAIL ANXIETY
Our senses cannot be switched off and play

sweater

has

an active role in the retail experience. While

warmth to invoking fear of the invisible

the world had transitioned to online shopping

enemy. E-commerce trends reflect these

Pre-Covid, for many retail therapy included

fears. A Bain & Company-PRICE survey of

browsing physical stores - actively touching,

3000 households across income groups and

feeling, testing and trying different products.

geographies which was conducted between

These consumers thrived on the frenzy and

April

hustle bustle of a mall. Now, even if a

respondents buying online for the first

consumer chooses to enter a physical store,

time, while about 40% buying more online.

they are often greeted by fear. There is the

The entire retail experience and narrative has

constant fear to not touch different items.

transformed and this is something brands

There is the ordeal to sanitize your hands and

cannot gloss over.

and

transformed

June,

revealed

from

invoking

about

13%

everything else each time you do accidentally
touch something. One is constantly looking
over their shoulders to avoid the public and
maintain distance. Touching a furry woolen
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ENABLE THE ONLINE
MOVEMENT
Dancing or doing yoga with others via an online platform can be effective

substitutes for physical contact. “Human cultures have been working on
bodily ways to cultivate the benefits of touch for thousands of years,” says
Dacher Keltner, a professor of psychology at the University of California,
Berkeley. “Dance is about a lot of the same things [as touch]—I’m
connecting to you, we’re moving in the same ways—but you can do it
without actually touching each other.” Daybreaker, a community dance
party, has also moved to virtual dance parties and has seen participants
from all around the globe.
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STIMULATE OTHER SENSES VIA
NOSTALGIA OR FAMILIARITY
When one sense is not activated enough, it is advised to heighten the exposure to others to
make up for the loss. For instance, if you cannot hug your grandmother you can try to make up
for it by wearing her signature scent, lighting the candle she uses, or cooking a recipe by her.
This will heighten the sense of smell and create a connection that is otherwise missing.
Homesick, a home fragrance brand specializing in candles focused on identities and

experiences —including a ‘Grandma’s Kitchen candle’— has reported a whopping 527% YTD
sales increase on their "Hawaii" candle. We see that Dunkin’ has leveraged on their popularity
and has partnered with them to launch a limited edition candle. The scents are inspired by
popular items on the coffee chain’s menu.
It will enable compensatory categories to emerge which activates all sorts of sensory

experiences. This condition will might credit to the resilience of beauty industry comprising
frangnances, skin care, personal care products along with wellness industry (spas, salons etc).
We might witness a steep rise in the self-care industry which either soothes our nerves or in
some way compensate touch.
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RISE OF TOUCH ELEVATION
CATEGORY.
Estimating the severity of situation with multiple lockdowns, evolving variants, it could be a

very long time before we touch & hug another person without hesitation. In a continuous
decline of touch like holding hands, foot rubbing etc., our minds are designed to recognise
any form of gentle touch. It slowly learns to draw comfort from self-touch & self soothing.
Such awakening might shift our expectation from products & services in the direction of
comfort. As researches, self care is already on rise but people quickly will establish a

deeper bond with rituals on daily basis. Texture will enter the primary motivators rank
alongside fragrance & ingredients in the category. It certainly will not only be limited to the
self- care category like shampoo, body washes, wash clothes, soaps etc., it will transcend
in every category that will provide us touch the right way.
A sofa may not only be bought basis how well it goes with the walls of drawing room, this
skin hunger will elevate our senses to feeling texture and comfort that it provides. It will
ripple down to home decor, furnishing, mattresses, bedding & clothing directly or indirectly.
“How it feels” will have a bigger say than “How it looks” at the end of this new normal.
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Conclusion
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While the pandemic may seem like it has been an endless downhill roller coaster, the research around its impact is only in its preliminary stages.
Consequently, the effects of skin hunger on this next generation is also unknown. With the world witnessing multiple waves and continuous lockdowns, the
longer this “new normal” carries on the deeper a sense of fear around touch will continue. In the future, once Covid-19 has left our lives it is possible that
our fears against touch may still haunt as our brains tend to hold onto memories created out of negative association more than positive ones.
However, there is a bigger problem that needs to be considered - the lack of awareness around this condition. In many countries, including India, not only
is the display of physical affection, even hugs, considered a “western” concept but also the mention of self-touch is a rare phenomenon. Moreover, our
acceptance and awareness of mental health issues albeit growing is still limited. Cumulatively, this may result in ignorance, unawareness and/or dismal of
touch starvation as an issue. Many may not even realize its impact on them because it is a gradual process with no exclusive symptoms. Therefore, it is a
unique opportunity for brands and businesses to consider this issue and work towards bringing awareness and solution cumulatively.
What future holds for us is hard to predict and outcomes of this skin hunger can be seen like two sides of the coin either it’s likely that a lot of us will come

out of this socially awkward - uncomfortable in non-virtual interactions - just doing that dance between shaking hands and exchanging a hug? Will this next
generation be a technology-first and human second generation? Or will we value the warmth of fellow homosapiens and come out kinder than ever before?
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